
New Healing Harp Ministry Offered to Parishioners 
 

As Lent ushers in a season of healing, we would like to introduce a new Healing Harp ministry offered to our 
Catholic communities by Paula Settle, Certified Music Practitioner, and the accompanist for the Saints Peter 
and Paul Celebration and funeral choirs. 
 
Imagine being soothed and healed by the ancient and therapeutic sound and vibrations of the Celtic harp. 

Whether physical discomfort, stress, or illness is your concern, or if you simply need a special musical 

sanctuary to soothe each molecule of your being with comfort and bliss, you will enjoy therapeutic harp as 

the ultimate musical massage. Feel every muscle relax with the soothing tones that embrace you with 

healthy energy. 

What is a therapeutic musician? 
 
Therapeutic music is an art based on the science of sound. A therapeutic musician plays live prescriptive 
music for persons who are faced with physical, emotional, or spiritual challenges. Their interaction may occur 
in the person’s home or in a medical setting such as a skilled nursing facility, a hospital, assisted living center, 
or hospice facility.  
  
What kinds of conditions can harp music benefit? And is there any "hard evidence" to 
support this? 
 
Overall, scientific studies since the 1940's tend consistently to show that therapeutic music can provide the 
following healing effects: 
 

* Reduces pain and the need for     
painkilling drugs 
* Stabilizes blood pressure 
* Lifts depressed moods 
* Relaxes muscular tension 
* Reduces anxiety 
* Allows peaceful sleep 

* Aids in the retrieval of happy and   
comforting memories, even in persons 
who suffer other kinds of severe memory 
loss 
* Brings joy into stressful or isolated 
settings 

 
Why not just play a recording?  
 
Live Celtic harp music creates a healing environment on an individualized basis.  Unlike recordings or a 
pre-programmed concert, a therapeutic musician is able to detect the client’s changing needs and adapt 
the music at a moment's notice. 
 
Paula Settle received her training as a Music Practitioner from the Music for Healing and Transition 
Program (MHTP). As a national certification program, MHTP is accredited by the National Standards 
Board for Therapeutic Musicians. The program incorporates a scientifically based curriculum that 
emphasizes the results produced by music in medicine.  Paula also holds a certification in Vibroacoustic 
Harp Therapy. 
 
What is the cost, and where can I find out more about scheduling or gifting a therapeutic 
music session?  
 
In an effort to make therapeutic music available to all, a fund has been established to supplement costs of 
the program. Because of this “matching” donation, the cost will be kept to $25.00 per session. Visits may 
be arranged by contacting: 

 
Paula Settle, C.M.P. ,VAHTP 

1911 Madison Street  
New Holstein, WI 53061 

(920)539-1876   setdown@charter.net 


